
A Holiday in Provence Necklace and Earring Set
Project S2003
Designer: Kat Silvia

This gorgeous jewelry set sparkles thanks to the Provence Lavender Swarovski Crystals perfectly spaced by silver bar

chain. 

What You'll Need

Swarovski Crystal, 5000 Round Beads 4mm, 12 Pieces, Provence Lavender

SKU: SWC-04151

Project uses 15 pieces

Swarovski Crystal, 5000 Round Beads 6mm, 10 Pieces, Provence Lavender

SKU: SWC-06151

Project uses 7 pieces

Swarovski Crystal, 5000 Round Beads 8mm, 8 Pieces, Provence Lavender

SKU: SWC-08151

Project uses 7 pieces

Swarovski Crystal, 5000 Round Beads 10mm, 6 Pieces, Provence Lavender

SKU: SWC-01151

Project uses 7 pieces

Silver Plated Bulk Chain, Long Bar Links 19mm, 1 Foot, Bright Silver

SKU: CHA-08034

Project uses 3 Feet

Silver Plated Head Pins 1 Inch/22 Gauge (50)

SKU: FHP-5314

Project uses 7 pieces

Silver Plated Open Eye Pins 22 Gauge 1 Inch (x50)

SKU: FHP-6265

Project uses 29 pieces

Silver Plated Open Jump Rings 5mm 20 Gauge (x100)

SKU: FJR-5150

Project uses 2 pieces

Beautiful Silver Plated Curved Lobster Clasps 10mm (10)

SKU: FCL-2513

Project uses 1 piece

Silver Plated Long Elegant Earring Hooks (50)

SKU: FEA-3025

Project uses 2 pieces
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Recommended Tools: 

[XTL-5511] Beadsmith Jeweller's Micro Pliers Chain Nose Flat Nose, [XTL-5514] Beadsmith

Jewelry Fine Round Nose Micro Pliers, [XTL-5600] Xuron Sharp Flush Cutter Pliers -

Wire/Soft Flex

Instructions

The main portion of this necklace measure about 16 inches.  The dangles hang down about 3 1/2 inches.

1. Begin by making the eye pins with beads and simple wire loops.  To do this take one 4mm bead and string it on to one eye pin.  Make a simple wire loop.
 Snip the excess wire.  Set aside.

2. Repeat the above process until you have made 15 eye pins with 4mm beads, 7 eye pins with 6mm beads, 7 eye pins with 8mm beads, and 7 head pins
with 10mm beads.

3. Using your flush cutters, separate each bar from the bar chain.  For this set you will need 35 bars.

4. To assemble the earrings, take one 10mm bead on it's head pin and open the loop, same as you would a jump ring and attach it to one end of one bar.

5. To the other end of the bar attach one eye pin with a 8mm bead on it and attach the other side of this eye pin to another bar.  

6. To the other end of the bar attach one eye pin with a 6mm bead on it.  To the other side of the eye pin attach one earring hook by opening the loop, the
same way you would a jump ring.

7. Repeat the above steps 4-6 to make the second earring.

8. In the same manner as the earrings, you will create five dangles by linking:  one 10mm bead to the bar chain, one 8mm bead to that bar, add one more
bar and attach 6mm bead, then add one more bar.

9. To make the chain you will link one bar to one 4mm bead and repeat 14 times and when you come to the end, you will add one more bar.

10. To one end of this chain add one jump ring to the final loop of the bar.  

11. To the other end of the chain add one jump ring and one lobster clasp.

12. To attach the dangles to the necklace lay out the main chain so that the lobster is on your left hand side.

13. Count to the sixth 4mm bead and to the left side loop you will attach the first dangle by opening the simple loop and closing it.  Make sure that it is
attached to the bottom of the loop otherwise it will not lay correctly.  

14. Move right to the next 4mm bead and repeat this process.  You will repeat for the next three 4mm beads.

15. When you have added your last dangle you are all done!
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